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This is the second in a several part series expanding upon the history 
of the Large Area Coatings [1] section, authored by Michael 
Andreasen, Russ Hill and Steve Nadel in the 50th Anniversary book 

entitled, 50 Years of Vacuum Coating Technology and the Growth of the 
Society of Vacuum Coaters, edited by Donald M. Mattox and Vivienne 
Harwood Mattox, Society of Vacuum Coaters, 2007

Introduction
The previous article (2008 Fall Bulletin) elaborated on many enhanced 
performance coatings entering the market, such as electrochromic, 
temperable and bendable coatings, and “super-selective” triple low-E 
coatings. One common characteristic of these products is the depen-
dence of their performance on precise thickness and uniformity control 
of multiple layer films across areas up to 20 m2. Coating sensitivity now 
requires thickness control in the range of + 1% to achieve reproducible 
performance.

Figure 1. Thickness tolerance requirements for various low-Emissivity coatings 
needed to maintain constant color control within + 2 color units.

The demands of this trend can be seen in Figure 1, which compares 
the thickness sensitivity as low-emissivity films evolved over the past 
30 years. Low-emissivity films are basically interference filters, and a 
simple quality measurement is controlling the visible interference effects 
to maintain a commercially acceptable color variation across large areas. 
If we define a color variation of + 2 units in CIE L*a*b* units as accept-
able, then the first single silver low-emissivity films could achieve such 
color tolerances with only + 4% film thickness control. Lower-emissivity 
single and double silver layer (spectrally selective) films introduced in 
the early 1990’s required + 2% control, while recently introduced triple 
silver layer films require +1% thickness control to maintain the same 
color tolerances.

These ever tightening uniformity requirements meant that previ-
ously ignorable “small” effects became more significant. Greater 
understanding and attention to all factors contributing to the thin film 
uniformity were required. Uniformity control of traditional features 
such as magnetic field strength and process gas distributions were no 
longer sufficient to insure uniformity. Areas such as specific shape and 
gradients of magnetic field designs, plasma-substrate interactions at 
edges, effect of substrate motion on process pumping, anode configura-
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tions, source-substrate distances, target variations, etc. were now critical 
factors to control.

Considering that typical individual layers in these films are often in 
the range of 10-30 nm, variations of 1-2% in thickness are on the order 
of several atomic layers. At this level, the ability to make rapid and repro-
ducible on-line measurements of film thickness becomes a challenge in 
its own right.

Basic Uniformity Control Challenges
If we consider the range of rigid substrates transported through in-line 
thin film deposition system for architectural glass, display, solar or other 
applications we have to consider several aspects of uniformity control. 
Deposition profiles perpendicular to the transport direction (parallel to 
the axis of the magnetron) are controlled to first order by adjustments to 
the magnetic field strength and process gas distributions of the sputter 
source [2]. Additional factors contributing to uniformity control include 
the working point on the hysteresis curve (for reactive sputtering), anode 
configuration, power source (DC, pulsed DC, mid-frequency AC), 
source-substrate distance, pumping dynamics, pressure, and substrate 
motion [3]. 

 Early work with DC rotatable magnetrons identified the critical role 
of anode placement in controlling uniformity drift and showed the corre-
lation of uniformity changes with anode currents. A dual rotatable mag-
netron was run with DC power and four isolated anode segments along 
the outer length of each tube. Figure 2 shows the correlation of deposi-
tion profiles with the connected, active anodes. Electron currents shifted 
with the movement of the anode circuit, leading to changes in film uni-
formity [4]. Other investigations also showed that the anode placement 
and magnetic field design (unbalanced vs. balanced magnetic fields) also 
impacted the current distribution and resulting uniformity [5].

Figure 2. In sample 1, all four anode segments are connected.at 100 cm along 
the target tubes was connected.

As practitioners attempted to improve uniformity via adjustments of 
the magnetic field, other effects on variation in electron currents became 
more noticeable. For example, to reduce the impact from higher deposi-
tions at the “turn-around” portion of the race-track, magnetic fields in 
this region were reduced. However this often resulted in higher erosion 
at opposing corners of the magnetron, the so-called “cross corner” effect 
which again resulted in non-uniform films. The cause of this cross-
corner effect has been traced to the impact of magnetic field gradients 
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continued on page 28

on the confinement and ionization effectiveness of electrons migrating 
through the racetrack [6]. Sputtering pressure and overall magnetic field 
strength were identified as contributing to the strength of this effect.

The anode and cross corner effects are due to the changes in plasma 
behavior at the magnetron impacting the film uniformity. The interac-
tion between the plasma and the substrate also impacts uniformity. 
As the cathode is a fixed dimension, many of the cathode effects are 
localized to specific positions and can be compensated for by local 
adjustments to magnetic fields, shielding etc. The plasma substrate 
interactions can be more difficult to control, as substrate size and loca-
tion relative to the magnetron may vary.

A clear example of this is the edge or “picture-framing” effect, in 
which there is a sharp change in film uniformity (increase in thickness) 
over the outer 100 – 200 mm of the substrate, which is independent 
of substrate location relative to the end or center of the magnetron 
source. This effect has been shown to vary with power supply type 
(DC vs. mid-frequency AC), source to substrate distance, gap between 
insulating substrates and pressure [3]. AC powered magnetrons increase 
the plasma-substrate interaction resulting in a stronger edge effect. The 
largest impact on the substrate interaction is the source-substrate dis-
tance (as shown in Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Decreasing the source-substrate distance has the strongest impact 
on increasing “edge” uniformity effects. Substrates are two 1-meter glass 
lites separated by an 150 mm gap.

Novel use of these plasma-substrate interactions was demonstrated 
as a potential solution to picture framing [7]. With fixed position, 
full size substrates, edge effects can be compensated for by traditional 
adjustments to magnetic fields or gas distributions. With smaller, cut to 
end-use size substrates in variable location relative to the magnetron, 
other measures must be used. One technique uses the substrate itself 
as a mask to introduce a reactive process gas into the plasma. For reac-
tive deposition of SnO2 by mid-frequency AC sputtering in an Ar/O2 
plasma, overall uniformity was first tuned with the standard gas distri-
bution from above the substrate. Then an additional O2 gas flow was 
introduced from below the substrate (see Figure 4). The additional reac-
tive gas at the edges of the substrate acted to reduce the thicker coating 
due to the edge effect. In prototype experiments, uniformity ranges on 
cut size substrates were reduced from + 4% to +2%.

Uniformity in Transport Direction
Previous cases focus primarily and uniformity variation parallel to the 
axis of the magnetron. Generally, it was assumed that uniformity in the 
direction of substrate motion was controlled only by assuring precise 
motion control. However with the introduction of MF AC reactive sput-
tering, again previously marginal effects become significant at the + 
1-2% level.

The traditional Berg models for reactive sputtering show that the 

strength of the hysteresis effect is very dependent upon the balance 
between the gettering rate of the reactive process and the process 
pumping speeds. Reactive processes are typically operated at the 
“knee” prior to the transition zone between fully reactive and fully 
metallic sputtering, Thus variations in the strength of the hysteresis 
between metallic and reactive sputtering will affect the reactive sput-
tering deposition rate. The effect of glass motion on the conductance’s 
and pumping speeds in a production coating system will affect the 
operating point of this hysteresis, introducing uniformity variations in 
the direction of substrate motion.

Figure 4. Schematic for reduction of “Edge-Effect” R-R : standard dual rotat-
able magnetron G: Traditional gas tubes for uniformity tuning A: Additional 
floor mounted gas tube for compensating Edge Effect M-M: Mass flow con-
trollers for Argon, Oxygen.
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This was shown by utilizing a Berg like model for reactive sput-
tering combined with detailed simulation of the conductance’s and gas 
transport zones in a production coating zone (see Figure 5) [8] reac-
tively depositing ZnO with dual rotatable magnetrons. This simulation 
was able to reproduce the variation in pumping speed, the correlated 
change in the hysteresis operating point and the resultant changes in 
deposition speed and film uniformity. Based on such modeling, system 
designs can be optimized to minimize or control the variation of con-
ductance with glass motion.

Figure 5. Segmenting the conductance and gas transport regions of an in-line 
sputter deposition compartment. Adjacent compartments M10 and M8 are 
pump compartments. Flows labeled 1-6 show regions of different effective 
pumping speeds directly and indirectly influenced by glass motion.

The target alone can also be a source of uniformity variation in the 
direction of motion. For a rotatable magnetron, we generally assume an 
ideal target which is perfectly cylindrical. In reality, target tubes have 
some deviation in roundness, resulting in periodic variations in target-
magnet distance. The variation in magnetic field strength at the target 
surface will also affect the operational point on the hysteresis curve for 
reactive sputtering. The correlation of deposition rate to tube rotation 
can be seen in Figure 6 where the frequency of variation shifts with the 
rotation  speed of the target tube. The scale of the uniformity variation 
is demonstrated in Figure 7, which shows the variation in deposition rate 
for a sputtered ZnO film as a function of the tube rotation speed [3].

Figure 6. Correlation with thickness variation with rotation for two different 
rotatation speeds of the target tubes.

Measurement Challenges
So far, we have demonstrated the technical challenges to controlling 
large area deposition processes to insure ~ + 1% film thickness unifor-
mity across and in direction of travel of large substrates. But how do we 
really know we are achieving this level of performance?

Typically, we can easily measure the resulting film thickness varia-
tion in the final products. These tighter uniformity specifications still 
only result in keeping to a + 1-2 color unit variation across the sub-
strate for more sensitive coatings such as double and triple silver layer 
low-emissivity coatings. Measurements of the reproducibility of typical 
laboratory spectro-colorimeters show that repeat color measurements 
(CIE a*, b* values) on the same sample are reproducible to a range of 
0.2 color units. But measurements of individual layer thicknesses are 
much more difficult.

Typically, on-line thickness uniformity profiles are determined for 
transparent dielectric films based upon optical models of reflected color 
variation with thickness. These models are dependent upon accurate 
measurements of the optical constant (index of refraction, n) of the 
film. For typical dielectrics (SnO2, ZnO, Si3N4) with an index of ¬ 2.0 
these color models have a thickness sensitivity of 0.2% thickness varia-
tion for every 0.1 change in b* color unit. Thus at the limit of the b* 
measurement reproducibility we can measure just about 0.2% thickness 
variation. Thus basic instrument variability takes a measurable portion 
of our tolerances at the + 1% thickness variation.

But in these measurements, we are really measuring an optical, not 
physical thickness. Thus the color measurement does not separate out 
physical thickness and index variation. For these common materials 
with little or no absorption and an index of 2.0, the variation in thick-
ness estimation is linear with index variation. Thus is process variation 
across the coater results in film stoichiometry changes such that index 
shifts, this cannot be distinguished from an equivalent physical thick-
ness shift by this method.

A variety of measurement techniques were compared to determine 
the accuracy and repeatability of commonly available measurement 
tools [9]. A laboratory dual beam spectrophotometer, a typical off line 
spectro-colorimeter and an on-line Optoplex IIQC™ spectrophotom-
eter were compared for measurement reproducibility. The laboratory 
spectrophotometer achieved a measurement repeatability in calculated 
b* values that resulted in a thickness variation over 17 repeat measure-
ments of 0.13%. Comparable results were achieved by fitting thickness 
data to ellipsometric measurements of the sample. Measurements with 
the colorimeter achieved similar accuracy as long as the sample was 
not moved between measurements. Measurement repeatability of the 
colorimeter degraded if the sample was used, or if the system was rec-
alibrated between measurements with a white tile. Measurements with 
the Optoplex system were made by performing repeat scans across a 
full width substrate, with recalibration every 10 scans. A series of 50 
scans yielded variation in average thickess estimates at each point of 
0.2 -0.5%

Figure 7. Dependence of front to back uniformity variation on rotation rate. 
Dual rotatable magnetron run at 50 kW mid-frequency AC sputtering ZnO in 
50% Ar / 50% O2 mixture at a lihne speed of 600 cm/min (both Figures 6 & 7).
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Overall, the measurement instrumentation showed that over short 
time periods, such as those needed for uniformity profiles across 
a single sample, all the instrumentation is capable of measuring to 
approximately 0.2 – 0.3% repeatability. For longer term measurements, 
such as looking at thickness drift over time – drift,  sample reposi-
tioning and calibration introduce additional variation up to 0.5 – 0.8% a 
significant portion of a + 1-2% thickness control region. This points to 
the need to work reducing random variances introduced with instrument 
calibration routines.

Conclusions
Products such as triple silver layer low-Emissivity coatings are already in 
volume production. Thus we are capable of controlling physical thick-
ness uniformity on sputtered metal and dielectric films over areas of 
10-20 m2 to a precision of + 1-2% thickness uniformity. This in itself, is 
still somewhat amazing to really consider.

To design equipment to reach these goals we have had to signifi-
cantly improve our understanding and control of 
all aspects of the deposition chambers. Precise 
control over magnetic field strength and varia-
tion, optimization of chamber geometry for 
source, anodes and substrate spacing, decoupling 
of pumping dynamics from substrate motion are 
all critical to achieving these results. Greater 
attention to target manufacturing tolerances is 
needed to eliminate target effects such as pro-
cess variation with rotation speed.

Set up and control of these depositions 
requires careful calibration and operation of 
on- and off-line quality control tools for film 
thickness measurement. Eventual integration of 
optical measurement and optical modeling can 
further improve quality control.
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